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Digital intervention tools against problematic smartphone usage help users control their consumption on
smartphones, for example, by setting a time limit on an app. However, today’s social media apps offer a
mix of quasiessential and addictive features in an app (e.g., Instagram has following feeds, recommended
feeds, stories, and direct messaging features), which makes it hard to apply a uniform logic for all uses of
an app without a nuanced understanding of feature-level usage behaviors. We study when and why people
regret using different features of social media apps on smartphones. We examine regretful feature uses in four
smartphone social media apps (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and KakaoTalk) by utilizing feature usage logs,
ESM surveys on regretful use collected for a week, and retrospective interviews from 29 Android users. In
determining whether a feature use is regretful, users considered different types of rewards they obtained from
using a certain feature (i.e., social, informational, personal interests, and entertainment) as well as alternative
rewards they could have gained had they not used the smartphone (e.g., productivity). Depending on the
types of rewards and the way rewards are presented to users, probabilities to regret vary across features of
the same app. We highlight three patterns of features with different characteristics that lead to regretful use.
First, “following”-based features (e.g., Facebook’s News Feed and Instagram’s Following Posts and Stories)
induce habitual checking and quickly deplete rewards from app use. Second, recommendation-based features
situated close to actively used features (e.g., Instagram’s Suggested Posts adjacent to Search) cause habitual
feature tour and sidetracking from the original intention of app use. Third, recommendation-based features
with bite-sized contents (e.g., Facebook’s Watch Videos) induce using “just a bit more,” making people fall into
prolonged use. We discuss implications of our findings for how social media apps and intervention tools can
be designed to reduce regretful use and how feature-level usage information can strengthen self-reflection
and behavior changes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As a computer in our hands, a smartphone and its applications (apps) offer a wide array of features.
User engagement is an important metric for evaluating products [33], and thus, app providers often
take the strategy to ship multiple features in a single “super app” rather than segregating each into
a single purpose app [7]. As a result, an app often has a mix of utilitarian and hedonistic features
that are tightly intertwined. For example in Facebook, a user may search for an article shared
in a group (utilitarian) or watch an entertaining video recommended by Facebook (hedonistic).
Addictive features are also embedded in many apps, attracting users into the app and making it
harder for users to refrain from smartphone use that they would regret. For example, ephemeral
Instagram Stories expire in 24 hours after the post, creating an urge to check the smartphone
frequently not to miss any story of their Instagram friends.
Increasing dependence on smartphones raises concerns around overuse out of one’s control and
unrestrained attachment to smartphones. To promote less regretful smartphone use, intervention
designs have been proposed to regulate smartphone use. Restrictive interventions [1, 3, 23–25, 27, 28]
lock out the access to smartphone or apps. This approach could be considered impractical due to
high dependence on quasiessential features of smartphones and social expectation of constant online
connection in relationships and workplace [32]. Non-restrictive mechanisms include providing
feedback on one’s usage (e.g., the phone- or app-level “screen time” or the number of visits [1, 3,
18, 46]) for self-reflection [18, 40]. However, such feedback is too high-level, not accounting for
intra-app usage context. Accordingly, the lack of a nuanced mechanism weakens self-reflection of
one’s smartphone use and the effect of the intervention mechanism.
Designing an effective intervention against smartphone use that users regret calls for more
nuanced analyses of which parts of use users want to gain information about and refrain from,
based on the understanding of how phone use experiences vary inside an app. Previous analyses on
smartphone use examine various behavior aspects, such as compulsive use [49], habitual use [41],
and meaningful use [37]. However, as each work focuses on a specific behavior of phone use, it
lacks a comprehensive understanding of which parts of phone or app use the users are satisfied
with and which they want to improve.
In understanding various behavioral aspects of smartphone use at a finer granularity, we incorporate the construct of regret to explore when and why people feel they “shouldn’t have used”
their phone. According to regret theory [35], regret is a counterfactual feeling [21] based on a
counterfactual inference that “the past might have unfolded differently, particularly if a different
decision had been made” [47]. It is aroused when the rewards of a taken action are outweighed by
the expected rewards of what could have happened alternatively. Inspecting what people regret
presents a retrospective view on which parts of an app are perceived less rewarding and undesirable
to repeat and why. As a unit to represent different parts of an app, we dissect phone use by app
features and analyze regretful use at the feature level, instead of the app or phone level. An app
use is broken down into a sequence of feature uses; for example, an Instagram session can be split
into browsing the feed of following users’ posts, browsing the feed of system-recommended posts,
direct messaging, viewing stories, and more. We track the use of different app features using an
app’s layout information and prompt users about which cases of feature uses were regretful.
We conducted a one-week experience sampling method (ESM) study with 29 participants using
our system, Finesse, shown in Figure 1. Finesse (i) tracks feature-level uses of four popular social
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Feature Name
Signifiers for
Feature Detection

Following Posts
Header layout (blue) &
selected tab (orange)
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Suggested Posts
Button layout (blue) &
Previous state &
selected tab (orange)
hashed title (blue)

Other’s Posts
Previous state &
Button layout (blue)
hashed title (blue)

ESM

Fig. 1. Example scenario of using Instagram and corresponding ESM screen generated by Finesse feature
detection. Each screenshot is annotated with the signifiers used to detect each feature state.

media apps (YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, and KakaoTalk) and (ii) prompts users after a session
to evaluate which feature uses of the session they regret using. After a week of field study, we
performed a retrospective semi-structured interview to learn detailed explanations about the ESM
data and collect reflections on cumulative use records. We conducted a mixed-method analysis
using the feature-level usage, ESM data, and interview recordings.
Our study reveals different ways that app features are associated with the feeling of regret after
smartphone use. First, participants regretted using features associated with habitual checking
(e.g., Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS, VIEW_STORY, and Facebook’s NEWS_FEED) when the features’
“following”-based contents are depleted. Second, participants exhibited a habitual feature tour
pattern and in-app sidetracking behaviors resulting from the close colocation of instrumental
features and attention-grabbing contents recommended by the app provider. Third, participants
regretted falling down the rabbit hole following a continuous chain of viewing “just a bit more” of
recommended contents. By examining the relationship between app features and regret, we further
provide insights into design implications for healthier smartphone use grounded in our findings.
We highlight the paper’s contributions as below:
• Empirical investigations. This paper reveals feature-level patterns of regretful smartphone
usage using regret as the theoretical construct for analysis.
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• Methodologies and tools. This paper introduces a novel ESM method, Finesse, to detect
features within an app and display the feature usage log to users for reflection.
• Design implications. This paper discusses the implications of our findings on regretful
smartphone use and our feature detection-based ESM tool for digital well-being and beyond.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Regulating Smartphone Use

Regulatory interventions help users reduce total smartphone usage time and the number of selfinterruptions. MyTime [18] is an app that implements three types of interventions: a daily aspiration
notification that prompts a user to think of what they want to accomplish that day; a timer that
tracks an app usage and displays it in the notification drawer; and a timeout intervention that
prompts a “Time’s up!” dialog on time limit. MyTime allows users to choose which apps to regulate,
but not which features to regulate within those apps. As a result, it could regulate features that the
user desires or fail to regulate ones that they do not.
PomodoLock [23], GoalKeeper [24], and LocknType [25] use restrictive mechanisms for regulating self-interruptions. PomodoLock allows users to set a timer to restrict access to self-interruptive
applications and websites. LocknType requires a user to perform a lockout task such as typing
a fixed length number before an app use, and GoalKeeper allows users to set a daily use time
limit. Lock n’ LoL [27] leverages social relationships to provide a phone locking intervention in
group activities. NUGU [28] also explored a group-supported self-regulation of limiting smartphone
use. Despite the effectiveness of these approaches in discouraging app use, coercive mechanisms
triggered frustration in the users due to the lack of nuanced consideration for diverse usage contexts
for app use.
Non-restrictive mechanisms based on screen time or the number of visits [1, 3, 18, 46] are
phone-level or app-level interventions that are too coarse-grained in today’s multi-functional,
multi-purpose apps. For example, Instagram serves various features such as browsing the feed of
following users, messaging with friends, browsing the feed of system-recommended posts, and
searching for accounts or hashtags. We argue that different app features are related to different
smartphone use behaviors. An Instagram user might habitually check the feed of following users
but use direct messaging with an instrumental intention. Diverse motivations and gratifications of
an app use are served through different features, which cannot be captured by a phone-level or
app-level analysis.
In web settings, finer-grained interventions exist that restrict or manipulate certain features of a
website. Examples include feature minimization tools such as the Facebook news feed eradicator
and YouTube recommendations remover [39, 40]. It was reported that a feature-level intervention
that restricts only the use of a distracting feature could be effective in helping users stay focused,
but an abrupt removal of the feature access might not sustain the intervention effect for a long
time due to side effects such as fear of missing out (FOMO). Kovacs et al. [30] also underlines the
importance of designing interventions based on the understanding of users’ mental models to
reduce attrition. Therefore, interventions for healthy smartphone use should be grounded in the
nuanced understanding of user behaviors and satisfaction in different parts of an app.
2.2

Understanding Smartphone Use Behaviors

A stream of research focused on understanding how people use smartphones, what trigger certain
smartphone usage behaviors, and how different behavioral patterns impact user experiences.
Oulasvirta et al. [41] discovered that people habitually check their phone because they recognize
a quick acquisition of information as rewards. Hiniker et al. [19] corroborated that phone use
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behaviors show distinct patterns between instrumental and ritualistic use of smartphones. Tran et
al. [49] constructed a descriptive model of the cycle of compulsive checking and identified triggers
that start and end compulsive phone use. They discovered that the experience of compulsive
phone checking depends on the meaningfulness of the experience, which is mostly determined by
informational or social rewards. The notion of meaningful smartphone experience and contributing
factors have been analyzed using a Uses and Gratifications (U&G) perspective [37]. They revealed
that people have a lower sense of meaningfulness when their phone use was motivated by a habit
to pass the time, and the types of use were entertainment and passive social media. Our study
focuses on how different functionalities of an app and their design as a feature are associated with
different behaviors and how they influence the feeling of regret.
A recent study [36] showed how the designs of YouTube’s internal mechanisms such as auto-play,
recommendations, and advertisements support a sense of agency. It discovered that autoplay and
recommendations impair sense of agency while search and playlists support it. It also found that
interfaces with greater agency are preferred in an instrumental use. In line with its efforts to inspect
into internal mechanisms, we present findings on how behaviors of using various UI features
attribute to regretful experiences.
Shin and Dey [48] devised an automatic detection of “problematic phone use.” They define it as
“overuse, undesirable use that results in negative consequences in both personal and social aspects
of one’s life.” Banovic et al. [8] categorized smartphone usages into three types based on duration
and interaction—glance, review, and engage. Rooksby et al. [46] developed a personal tracking
tool of screen time and examined the user-side benefits of monitoring their screen time. Hintze et
al. [20] also tracked the number of interactions and length of sessions in smartphones and tablet
devices.
Most of the related work examined the smartphone use in the context of a person interacting
with a phone. We broaden the scope of the smartphone use context, incorporating the notion
of “regret” to understand what the user could have gained if not using the smartphone, as well
as what benefited the user as a result of the smartphone use. Lyngs et al. [38] led an interesting
discussion about using “regret when reflecting on past activity” as a metric of a user’s “true
preferences” of behaviors. Although regret is an imperfect metric, using it in behavior analysis
provides opportunities to understand what kinds of behaviors users want to avoid and contribute
to enhancing self-fulfillment. Nir Eyal proposed the “regret test” [16] as a self-assessment for
technologists and designers whether their products are ethically designed without manipulating
users and also as regular check-ins about how users feel about their products. We use the concept
of regret to investigate perceived rewards of smartphone use and identify the patterns of regretful
smartphone use associated with different types of features and rewards.
2.3

Decision Making, Utility, and Regret

To facilitate our analysis on fine-grained behaviors within an app use, we construct our inspection of
smartphone use on the concept of regret. Kahneman and Tversky defined regret as a “counterfactual
emotion” based on a counterfactual inference of what might or should have happened as an
alternative to the experienced reality [21]. We leverage this counterfactual, retrospective property
of regret to make sense of smartphone use experience and gain insights on how using different
features leads to a regretful experience [47].
Behavioral economists have projected the concept of regret to model the behavior of decision
making under uncertainty. Decision making theories assume an individual to have a finite number
of alternative states of the world, each state 𝑗 having a probability 𝑝 𝑗 to occur where 0 < 𝑝 𝑗 ≤ 1
and 𝑝 1 + ... + 𝑝𝑛 = 1. If an individual makes a choice to take the 𝑖-th action among available actions
and moves to a new state 𝑗, the individual would have the consequence 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 among an 𝑛-tuple of
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consequences. When making a decision, an individual would consider the utility of a consequence,
“the psychological experience of pleasure associated with the satisfaction of desire” [35], which
would indicate an increment or decrement of wealth in economics applications. Loomes and
Sugden [35] posed a regret theory that the choice of an action and its utility is dependent not
only on the nature of the chosen action’s consequence but also on the nature of other alternative
consequences. For example, when an individual experiences a consequence 𝑥 1𝑗 following an action,
whereas the consequence of another action 𝑥 2𝑗 turns out to be more desirable, the individual may
experience regret, leading to a reduction in the psychological utility of the consequence 𝑥 1𝑗 . In
other words, if the best predicted rewards among all alternatives exceed the actual experienced
rewards after a choice, the choice becomes regretful.
We leverage regret theory to understand smartphone use at the app feature level. As a theory
rooted in traditional behavioral studies, regret theory serves as an established construct with concrete factors that attribute to the feeling of regret. Since regret is a cognitive emotion resulting from
comparing the rewards of smartphone use and alternative choices, analyzing regretful experiences
facilitates knowing the perceived rewards of smartphone use and when and why the rewards
become insufficient to leave no regret. Based on our experience sampling and interview data about
regretful smartphone use, we explain behaviors related to different features, perceived gratifications
of different feature uses, and different pathways to regret in different features.
3

METHOD

We aim to examine (1) immediate regret after smartphone use, (2) types of rewards gained from social
media app use and alternatives rewards to smartphone use, and (3) detailed accounts of regretful
uses and reflection on accumulated use. The immediate regret was measured via the experience
sampling method (ESM) over 7-day period, and we relied on the retrospective interviews to draw
immediate and alternative rewards of smartphone use and rationale behind regretful smartphone
uses. We developed Finesse to collect feature-level use data and sample regretful experience in-situ
of popular social media app use. We chose Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and KakaoTalk,1 which
are four of the top five apps in the time spent monthly on average in Korea [11]. The selected
apps are often associated with problematic use [14] and contain multiple features with varying
motivations of use, ranging from purely hedonistic purpose to productive. In the following, we
first summarize the participant demographics and target app selection. We then explain how we
designed and implemented Finesse to assist the ESM study followed by details of the ESM study
method and the retrospective interview. The user study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) of the authors’ institution.
3.1

Participants

Through university online forums, we recruited 29 Android users (female = 15, male = 14; mean
age = 21.97, min age = 19, max age = 27) who met our inclusion criteria of using at least three
out of the four target apps on a daily basis. We targeted the 18-29 age group as they are the most
active users of social media [4] and more likely to report poor mental health [14]. We required the
daily usage of at least three apps to capture smartphone use experiences that could vary by apps
and features even for the same user, depending on the user’s purpose and patterns of usage. The
group consists of 21 undergraduates, seven graduate students, and one unemployed. Among the 29
participants, four do not use Facebook and two use it fewer than once a month. All participants use
the other three applications more than once a day.
1 KakaoTalk [13] is a dominant mobile messenger app in Korea [22]. Besides the primary chat feature, it serves other features

such as news, shopping, bill payments, etc.
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Finesse: Feature Use Tracker

Finesse tracks the feature-level use of YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and KakaoTalk. We describe
the criteria used to break down each app into features, how we implemented the feature tracker to
work on commodity apps on commodity phones, and the design issues that are taken into account.
3.2.1 Criteria for Features. We extracted the features of four target applications by considering
the combination of two criteria: (1) user actions and (2) nature of the contents. First, we grouped
the features based on user action such as viewing, searching, uploading, and chatting. The nature
of the content includes the form of contents (e.g., videos, feed, notification, and posts) as well as
the source of the content (e.g., user’s own posts, posts from whom the user follows, and posts
from others the user does not follow). Considering these two criteria, we defined 43 features from
the four applications. For example, we defined Instagram’s SUGGESTED_POSTS as a feature for
viewing (action) the feed of posts (form of contents) with system-recommended (source of contents)
contents. All features are listed and labeled with the criteria in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Design and Implementation. We used the Android Accessibility API [15] to detect the feature
currently in use. We retrieved tree-structured UI components information for every scroll, click, and
focus event. We selected some of this information for feature use detection. The selected element
in the menu bar is a good indicator of the feature in use. We also used layout information of each
component. We used class names of activities and components given by developers to detect more
complex features. The window ID and previously detected features are used to analyze the use
of various features in a session. Lastly, we used hashed text data, such as contents description,
for minimal use. We could not possibly cover the exhaustive list of features in the four target
applications. Therefore, if a new layout other than the pre-determined features was detected, it
was labelled as undefined.
3.2.3 Privacy. As Finesse monitors all screen information to detect feature use, we must consider
privacy issues. The data that Finesse collects do not contain information about the content on the
screen or information that reveals the subject, except the text information. We used two types
of text information—text from contents and content description (added by developers about the
purpose of UI elements). To minimize privacy risk, we used all text information in a hashed form.
We used this information only to understand if certain words or phrases were present within the
screen. For example, we used the hashed text to check whether the word post is present in the
header to determine whether the current feature is related to viewing posts.
3.2.4 Compatibility. We built Finesse to be compatible with most Android devices. We configured
the application to work consistently regardless of various screen sizes. In detecting feature uses, we
refrained from utilizing UI component size information as it could vary depending on the device.
Instead, we mainly used the class name of the component as these are identical across all devices.
Finesse detects feature uses by catching the pre-determined indicators from the screen. However,
as we cannot predefine an indicator for every combination of on-screen contents, unassigned
cases are labelled as undefined features. We note that, while using some predefined feature 𝐴, an
undefined feature 𝑈 might be detected and wrongly inform Finesse that the pre-defined feature 𝐴
has terminated. To prevent this unexpected discontinuity, we used a hash map that matches the
window ID with the detected feature 𝐴 so that if the user views the screen with the same window
ID, Finesse considers that the same feature 𝐴 to be still in use.
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Experience Sampling

Finesse runs as a background service and collects phone use logs and ESM response per app session.
An app session starts when a target app is opened. The session ends when the user transitions to
the home screen, the foreground app switches to another via push notification, or the phone is
locked. For every session, it stores the following attributes in our cloud server: the session start
time, session duration, and list of feature instances (feature name, feature start time, and feature
end time for each instance) used in the session.
Leveraging the tracked feature uses, we collected in-situ samples of regretful phone use experiences through a prompt right after the end of a target app session, asking a participant to select
instances of regretful feature use, as shown in Figure 1. Because regret is a retrospective feeling,
asking whether one regrets right after app usage facilitates evaluation of the experience while
minimizing interference in the middle of app use experience.
We aimed to minimize the effort to answer our ESM to prevent the ESM prompt from acting
as an intervention to encourage self-reflection. Asking for a user response every session would
be ideal for data collection, but it would incur excessive user burden and likely result in sloppy
responses. Purely random sampling might result in a skewed sample set towards short, frequent
uses in a certain period of time, which is likely to represent habitual checking behavior and short
chat message replies. Therefore, we devised a sampling policy to balance the four target apps,
session duration, and use duration across samples. We divided session duration into three ranges:
duration < 30 seconds, 30 seconds ≤ duration < 5 minutes, and 5 minutes ≤ duration. The
30-second divider classifies short duration [41], and the 5-minute divider represents the average app
session length of social networking apps [12]. To balance the time of use in a day, we also divided
a day into eight 3-hour bins (e.g., 0 to 3AM, 3 to 6AM, and so on). Our sampling prompt appears
at most once per session duration range, per target app, in each 3-hour bin with a random 50%
probability. We skipped sampling sessions shorter than 5 seconds to prevent samples of mistakenly
opened sessions.
For the sampled sessions, Finesse displays an overlay dialogue (Figure 1, right) immediately after
the end of the session. The prompt visualizes the feature uses of the session in a timeline graph
where the horizontal axis marks the time from the session start to the end; and each row in the
vertical axis corresponds to the features used in that session. The maximum range shown in a
window is 5 minutes, and participants can scroll from the beginning to the end using the navigation
bar at the bottom of the timeline in a 5-minute window. The prompt asks the participants to select
all feature instances they regret using by clicking the item(s) and submit their response. If the
prompt is not answered within 5 minutes, it automatically dismisses so that the ESM disregards
non-immediate regret and captures only immediate regret after use.
Prior to the 7-day experience sampling period, all participants attended a 1-hour app installation
and tutorial session via Zoom. We grouped a maximum of five participants into sessions based on
their availability and smartphone models to facilitate the instruction process. At the beginning of
each session, the experimenter explained what types of data will be collected in the study: all screen
layout information, encrypted text, feature-level usage time of the four target apps, ESM responses,
and personal information for payment. We informed participants of their right to withdraw at
any point. Only after all participants in the session typed “I agree.” in the chat, the experimenter
continued the instructions. After the session, we asked all participants to carefully read the IRB
consent form and return the signed copy if they agree to participate. No participant dropped out
for a data collection-related concern.
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Retrospective Interview

After one week of experience sampling, we conducted a retrospective semi-structured interview
to investigate the reasons behind regret and collect reflections on aggregated data of feature uses.
All interviews were conducted individually and remotely via Zoom for an hour. Questions asked
during the retrospective interview include: Why did you report a certain instance of feature usage
as regretful? Not all usage instances of this feature are regretful; what’s the difference? How would
you have used it differently to not regret? What makes you use the same feature again despite
reporting as regretful? To help participants recall the context of an ESM response, we created a
dashboard that visualizes (1) a collection of use cases that the participant answered as regretful and
(2) the weekly cumulative use. The collection of regretful cases include: the count and percentage
of regretful use per app, the count and percentage of regretful use per feature, and the duration and
count of regretful use in hours of a day and days of the week. The weekly cumulative use contains
the total duration of each feature per app, the total count of each feature per app, and the duration
and count of use per app and per feature in hours of a day and days of the week.
3.5

Data Analysis

We performed a mixed-methods analysis on phone use logs, ESM responses, and interview data.
For quantitative analysis, we used phone use logs and ESM responses to calculate the feature
use probability for each app, feature regret ratio for each app, and feature use count in each
in-session time bin. The time bin analysis illustrates the in-app user trajectory that could better
elucidate factors relevant to regretful smartphone use experience. It conjectures that, even for
two sessions with the same duration, their in-session share of feature uses may be of drastically
different composition.
For qualitative analysis, we followed the procedure of thematic analysis [9] and applied the
constant comparative method [17]. We first transcribed the interviews conducted in Korean. Four
authors individually coded two contrasting samples of the interviews and then discussed them
together to share initial codes and potential themes, which were later turned into a codebook. The
lead author coded the remaining interview data while continuously refining the codes and updating
the codebook. Upon completion of the first round of coding, another author coded one interview
sample based on the updated codebook for verification. Throughout this process, all authors met
regularly to discuss potential themes while triangulating the interview data with the quantitative
analyses. Bilingual authors translated the quoted statements used in the paper.
4

RESULTS

We present our results analysis on regretful smartphone use. We first provide a summary of collected
app use sessions and ESM data. We collected a total of 18,263 app use sessions (daily average of 90.0
sessions per person) of the four apps in 7-day data collection window from each 29 participants.
Among these, 4,246 sessions were sampled for ESM and participants answered 4,069 of them. ESM
response rate was above 92% for all days with an overall average of 95.8%. Of those responses, 26.5%
of sessions (1,079 sessions) were considered fully or partially regretful as they contain one or more
regretted features. Of the 1,079 sessions, 431 (39.9%) were fully regretful, meaning that all feature
instances of the session were selected as regretful, and 648 sessions (60.0%) were partially regretful.
Table 1 summarizes the total number of all sessions, daily average of sessions per person, number
of the answered sessions, and number of sessions answered as regretful per app.
Figure 2 shows the feature use probabilities for each feature of an app. It plots each individual’s
feature use probability in a box plot. The entry features (Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS, Facebook’s
NEWS_FEED, YouTube’s BROWSE_HOME, and KakaoTalk’s CHAT), which first appear upon entrance
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App

Total Sessions

Daily Average
Per Person (𝜎, 𝑀)

Answered / Total ESM

Regretful

Instagram
Facebook
YouTube
KakaoTalk

3,540
1,880
2,366
10,477

17.4 (19.5, 12)
10.7 (11.1, 8)
11.7 (15.8, 7)
51.6 (31.1, 48)

945 / 985
603 / 622
663 / 693
1,858 / 1,946

396 (41.9%)
200 (33.2%)
146 (22.0%)
337 (18.1%)

Total

18,263

90.0 (49.2, 82)

4,069 / 4,246

1,079 (26.5%)

Table 1. The number of app sessions collected during a one-week study from 29 participants. Total Sessions
include ones with or without ESM questionnaires. Daily Average Per Person is the daily mean of all sessions
with or without ESM questionnaires per person along with standard deviation (𝜎) and median (𝑀) values in
parentheses. The fourth column is the number of answered sessions out of total sessions with ESM. The last
column (Regretful) is the number of sessions answered as fully or partially regretful and its percentage out of
all answered ESM sessions in parentheses.

to an app, naturally have the highest probability of use near 1.0. It is not a 100% because there
are cases where a session resumes from a feature that the user left off in the previous session.
Individual differences are notable for several features; for example, Instagram’s SUGGESTED_POSTS
has a variance from 0.0 to approximately 0.75. It suggests that while some participants barely look
at the SUGGESTED_POSTS in a session, others browse the feed three out of four times. This feature
use probability can be used as a reference to interpret future findings.
We next present our findings on (1) the types and dynamics of reward associated with different
features, (2) features that account for regretful use and reasons behind it, and (3) patterns of regretful
use based on the feature-level ESM samples and interview data.
4.1

Decomposing Regretful Use

As presented in Section 2.3, whether an action concludes in regret is a function of utility, which in
regret theory is associated with the consequence of the taken action (actual reward denoted as 𝑥𝐴 )
in comparison with the best anticipated consequence of alternatives (best reward denoted as 𝑥 𝐵 ).
The key factor of regret is thus how desirable the actual reward 𝑥𝐴 is in comparison with the best
reward 𝑥 𝐵 . If 𝑥 𝐵 is a more desirable consequence than 𝑥𝐴 , an individual might experience regret.
The feeling of regret arises as a combination of how desirable the rewards of social media app use
were and how desirable the rewards of alternative actions might have been. Since we sampled
the immediate regret after each app use session, in the context of our study, the actual rewards
correspond to the consequence of app use, and the alternative rewards correspond to other tasks
that the participant would have done, had they not used the app. We summarize different reward
types of social media app use and of alternatives, which we captured during the retrospective
interview.
4.1.1 Rewards of Social Media Use. During the retrospective interview, participants described
cases when they did not regret using social media apps due to various rewards they received. We
inductively identified four types of rewards that participants reported to be desirable. The four
types of rewards are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Social rewards refer to the value of staying connected to friends through direct messaging or
catching up on their lives. For example, active sharing and keeping records of daily life through
Instagram bring social rewards by “building memories and sparking direct communication with
friends,” as P2 mentioned.
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Fig. 2. A box plot of feature use probability for each app. The x-axis is the feature use probability (0-1). The
y-axis represents each feature name of the app. The orange line in the box plot represents the median number.

Informational rewards are the acquisition of new information from social media use. Users
obtain new information through a search about a specific topic. Users could also opportunistically
learn new information through informative contents. They could learn new information ranging
from recent news stories about COVID-19 to trending Netflix movies.
Personal interests refer to the feeling of satisfaction gained from the social media contents
that correspond to one’s interests. For example, P13 described how Instagram yields rewards for
personal growth: “ I like dancing, so videos of dancing are usually listed [in the SUGGESTED_POSTS].
If I click [a user’s account that leads to OTHER’S_POSTS] to watch that person’s dance, it’s beneficial so
I didn’t check [that I regret]. I also didn’t regret viewing other’s page related to fashion or studying.”
Entertainment rewards refer to hedonic rewards that bring pleasure through fun and entertaining content. To paraphrase P8 as an example, he intentionally and consciously watched videos
such as entertainment shows for fun to refresh his mood.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we elaborate on how these rewards change throughout smartphone use
and how these dynamics result in the feeling of regret in various pathways.
4.1.2 Alternative Rewards to Smartphone Use. How much rewards one gained from smartphone
use is not the sole factor influencing the feeling of regret. The regret theory suggests that, when
looking back on the past, if possible rewards of alternative actions exceed the rewards of social
media use, an individual would regret the use. Accordingly, participants frequently reported in
the interview that whether they regret it depended on the primary task at the time of use. The
presented findings are summarized from their responses to our interview questions “Why did you
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report a certain instance of feature usage as regretful?”, “How would you have used it differently to
not regret?”, and follow-up questions.
Possible alternative rewards include better productivity, physical conditions, and social relationships. As most participants are students, using social media apps often led to breaking concentration
while they were “studying”, “doing assignments”, or “taking lectures”. Had they not used the phone,
they would have maintained focus and been rewarded with increased productivity. Participants
often regretted the use before sleeping and during a social meal. Had they not used the phone,
they would have fallen asleep earlier, slept longer, and had better physical conditions the next
day. For example, when the smartphone use “affected schedules or tasks to do the next day,” P24
regretted “that ‘I should’ve woken up early tomorrow’ or that ‘I can only sleep for five and a half
hours if I sleep now.”’ During the day, P11 would have “rather taken a nap for rest.” During a meal,
participants would have focused on conversations, “not violated the social norm of using the phone
during a meal” (P26), and had a more positive impact on the social relationships.
In Section 4.3, we explain how the potential rewards of alternative actions to smartphone use
play a role in regretful smartphone use.
4.2

Features and Regret

Figure 3 shows a box plot of each feature’s individual regret ratio in descending order, where a
feature with the highest average regret ratio appears at the top. A feature’s regret ratio is the count
of feature use instances selected as regretful, divided by the total number of feature use instances
in the ESM questionnaires. The box plot illustrates individual differences in the perception of regret
for each feature.
Figure 4 and Table 2 (in Appendix C) summarizes the results of the general linear mixed effects
regression analysis to extract feature-regret relationships in each app. The analysis sets each feature
as a fixed effect and participant ID as a random effect. It runs glmer models with the maximum
likelihood estimation and significance test using R and the lmerTest package [31]. For each app, we
used the app’s primary feature that first appears on entry and was most likely to be used across all
ESM sessions (Figure 2) as the reference baseline factor to compare the primary feature and other
features of the same app for their effects on regret.
The results in Figure 3 and Figure 4 (and Table 2) show that features in the same app have
varying associations with regret. Overall, it is observed that features that comprise active form of
usage (labeled as chatting, searching, and uploading in User Action of Appendix A, e.g., Instagram’s
UPLOAD_POST, UPLOAD_STORY, DIRECT_MESSAGE, KakaoTalk’s CHAT, and SEARCH of Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube) are less associated with regretful experiences than features related to passive usage patterns (labeled as viewing in User Action of Appendix A, e.g., Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS,
SUGGESTED_POSTS, VIEW_STORY, Facebook’s WATCH_VIDEO, NEWS_FEED, YouTube’s BROWSE_HOME,
EXPLORE, KakaoTalk’s NEWS, and CONTACTS). P28 reported less regret when having a clear objective
of seeking information: “When I use SEARCH, I have an objective to find this information, so I regret
less than just watching the NEWS_FEED.”
Note that features serving the same types of rewards vary in their effects on regret when
the ways of presenting rewards are different. Taking Instagram as an example, VIEW_STORY and
FOLLOWING_POSTS both offer social rewards with similar types of contents—stories and posts from a
user’s following accounts. However, VIEW_STORY has a higher regret ratio than FOLLOWING_POSTS.
Because a story is ephemeral and “disappears after 24 hours,” if there’s a circle that says they haven’t
seen it yet, it triggers an urge to “just press it” before it is gone. Some participants displayed a
regretful act of fidgeting with the VIEW_STORY feature. P14 explained: “I keep pressing next and
flipping a story to another. I just keep pressing... to just waste time rather than actually viewing it. I
regret that I’m doing this again after a while.” This example illustrates how different interaction
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Fig. 3. A box plot of feature regret ratio for each app. Each point in the box plot refers to each participant’s
feature regret ratio for each app. A feature regret ratio is calculated as the count of feature uses answered as
regretful divided by the total number of feature uses that appeared in the ESM. The x-axis is the feature regret
ratio (0-1). The y-axis represents each feature name of the app. The orange line in the box plot represents the
median.

dynamics of features influence one’s regretful usage behavior even when the contents and expected
rewards are similar.
Features with similar ways of presenting rewards but different types of rewards also showed
significant difference in the effects of regret. Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS and SUGGESTED_POSTS
both employ an infinite scroll-based feed form to present posts of users. However, they have
different sources of posts: FOLLOWING_POSTS shows posts of the users that one is following,
thereby usually containing information that a user has expressed preferences to subscribe, whereas
SUGGESTED_POSTS shows posts that are recommended by Instagram’s algorithms, thereby containing “random” or “meaningless” posts. These examples highlight that both the expected rewards and
the dynamics of reward from using a feature affect a user’s behaviors and feeling of regret after use.
We next provide detailed explanations on why and how features differ in their regret ratios in
relation to the types of rewards and the dynamics of reward presentation to users.
4.3

Feature-Level Patterns of Regretful Use

Figure 5 visualizes what features participants used at what time in a session for regretful (Figure 5 (a))
and non-regretful uses (Figure 5 (b)). Time within a session is divided into six time segments (0-10s,
10-30s, 30s-1m, 1m-5m, 5m-10m, and 10m-) based on the distribution of samples, and each feature
use is counted in each time segment for all sessions. We use the count fraction instead of time
because participants selected which feature segment they regret rather than specifying the exact
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Fig. 4. Caterpillar plots of general linear mixed model (GLMM) analysis results on features and regret. Refer to
Table 2 in Appendix C for the numerical coefficients and more values. Each app’s caterpillar plot displays the
feature coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals in comparison to the app’s baseline feature. Features
that are right of the center line are Estimate times more likely to be regretted after use in comparison to the
baseline; features left of the center line are Estimate times less likely to be regretted than the baseline feature.
For example, in the case of KakaoTalk, relative to CHAT, participants were 2.83× more likely to regret using
NEWS. Note that the baseline features are each app’s primary feature that first appears on entry and was most
likely to be used across all ESM sessions.

time frame in the ESM prompt. There are fewer samples for longer sessions such as >5m and >10m,
and the lengths of longer sessions are more sparsely distributed along time. Thus, usage after
10 minutes are aggregated to avoid overfitting to a small set of samples. From the participants’
explanations on when and why they regretted, we extracted three patterns of feature-level behaviors
producing regretful use. We refer to this figure to explain each pattern of regretful use and describe
how it is exhibited in the actual usage data.
4.3.1 Habitual checking quickly depletes rewards from feature use. Habitual checking is a habit of
opening social media apps and checking feed-based or story-based features on entrance, such as
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(b) Non-regretful uses only.

Fig. 5. Each app feature’s use count share for each in-session time bin. Subscription-based features such as
Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS, VIEW_STORY, Facebook’s NEWS_FEED, GROUPS, and YouTube’s SUBSCRIPTIONS
are grouped at the bottom of the stacked bars. Recommendation-based features such as Instagram’s
SUGGESTED_POSTS, Facebook’s WATCH_VIDEO, YouTube’s BROWSE_HOME, and KakaoTalk’s NEWS are grouped at
the top. The groupings of subscription- and recommendation-based features are available in Appendix A.

YouTube’s BROWSE_HOME, Facebook’s NEWS_FEED, Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS and VIEW_STORY.
In line with the previous finding [37] that habitual motivation of smartphone use is associated
with lower meaning, many participants reported that the habitual checking pattern is one of the
main reasons of regret. However, habitual checking does not always leave a user with regret.
P21 explained not regret using Facebook’s NEWS_FEED when it provides informational rewards: “I
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entered [Facebook’s NEWS_FEED] out of habit, but I don’t really regret when I see several news and
learn new facts.”
Participants felt regretful for habitual checking when it occurs repeatedly and fails to deliver new
content, hence no reward. P4 explained: “I think it was because there wasn’t anything new when I
just scrolled it [Facebook’s NEWS_FEED] down when I was bored. I was often on and off of it again and
again, so the interval was short. I saw it about 5 minutes ago, but I was on it again. I regret having
watched it again without new contents.”
Habitual checking with little or no rewards is sometimes followed by a disoriented reward
seeking behavior where users linger on the feature, mindlessly seeking for some rewards. P14
stated “I don’t subscribe to many channels, so not many videos are there [in YouTube’s SUBSCRIPTIONS
feature tab]. While I am browsing [the list of videos by subscribed channels], if I don’t find anything
new, I should get out and watch other videos. But I just keep spending time there even though I’ve seen
those thumbnails multiple times. If I don’t find a video I want to watch in the SUBSCRIPTIONS, I feel
regretful.”
This pattern of rewards depletion accompanying regret mainly appears with the use of subscriptionbased features (labeled as ‘subscription-based’ in the Source of Content column of Appendix A).
These are the features that deliver contents uploaded by users, pages, or channels that a user is
following or subscribing. Examples are Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS, VIEW_STORY, Facebook’s
NEWS_FEED, and YouTube’s SUBSCRIPTIONS. Because the content providers for subscription-based
features are other users or pages that the user follows, there could be a finite amount of content
available at a time. Repeated uses thus quickly deplete contents and cause regret.
This pattern is observed in Figure 5. For the ease of interpretation, we grouped subscription-based
features at the bottom. In ‘Regretful uses only’ (Figure 5 (a)), subscription-based features (Instagram’s
FOLLOWING_POSTS, VIEW_STORY, Facebook’s NEWS_FEED, GROUPS, and YouTube’s SUBSCRIPTIONS)
all take a larger portion of regretful uses towards the beginning of a session. However, in ‘Nonregretful uses’ (Figure 5 (b)), their use count fractions remain consistent throughout a session. This
corresponds to the users’ explanations of regretting when they encounter lack of contents and
rewards on entrance and lingering.
4.3.2 Deviation from original purpose of use. When participants failed to earn satisfactory rewards
from habitual checking and lingering, they imparted cases of a ‘feature tour’ wandering around
other features within the same app. P22 habitually turns the direction to other features in Instagram
when expected rewards are not satisfied in Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS: “I just habitually swipe
to [Instagram’s] SUGGESTED_POSTS if there’s no [posts in] FOLLOWING_POSTS. It’s more diverse, so I
browse it for longer.”
The pattern of a habitual feature tour also arises when a user starts an app session with instrumental motivation. For example, users usually have a strong primary motivation for using the CHAT
feature of KakaoTalk. After completing the original purpose of using the app, however, several
participants execute their unconscious habit of hopping on to other features, which often results in
regret. P14 described a routinization of this feature tour:
“When I open KakaoTalk to read messages, I check the news most of the time. Or sometimes NEWS
appears up front when I didn’t close my app properly the last time. I can’t help but use [KakaoTalk]
because there are a lot of chat rooms. After chatting, I tend to swipe over unconsciously as if it’s a
must-do thing. [...] For ETC, there’s really nothing to do. I just check how much money I have. I
look at some gifts options and then come out. It’s nothing meaningful, so I regret it a lot.”
KakaoTalk’s NEWS shows an infinite stream of recommended news articles, and ETC comprises of
diverse mini features such as online payment, online gifts shopping, etc.
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Such sidetracking from the original intention of use also takes place in prior to using the intended
feature due to distraction. P5 shared an example: “I didn’t open Instagram to see the VIEW_STORY, but
to read the feed [FOLLOWING_POSTS or SUGGESTED_POSTS] or send a DIRECT_MESSAGE. I habitually
tapped on VIEW_STORY, and I regretted it because I wasted time.”
As a result of deviation from the originally intended use, participants often landed on features
with infinitely available posts or videos. As opposed to subscription-based features, these system
recommendation-based features (labeled as “recommendation-based” in the Source of Content
column of Appendix A) serve more random and unpredictable rewards. According to regret theory,
sidetracking from the originally intended use to recommendation-based features is likely to result in
regret because the expected, actual rewards of their intended use are delayed while unintentionally
elongated use increases the cost of time and thus alternative rewards.
The reported cases of deviation from original intention were often unconscious or hard to resist
due to the app’s workflow design in which features of active/passive usage or instrumental/ritualistic
usage are mixed in between. Instagram, for example, places the active features (e.g., SEARCH), which
are often intentional and desirable, and recommended passive features (e.g., SUGGESTED_POSTS),
which are less intentional or desirable but tempting, on the same page. P3 reported:
“I can see it [SUGGESTED_POSTS] when I go into that magnifying glass [button]. I think it’s pretty
tactical because it leads someone to follow through a catchy post before they actually search.
When I go there to SEARCH, I’m curious about this [post on the feed], but it would disappear when
I come back from searching. So I just click once to see it, but I don’t go in voluntarily; it’s not like
‘I should go check the SUGGESTED_POSTS.’ "
While the app designers are successful in engaging users for longer duration, this results in users
falling into distractions and having a regretful experience.
4.3.3 “Just a bit more” brings users down the rabbit hole. The act of deviation from the original
purpose of use, described in Section 4.3.2, sometimes induces a prolonged use, bringing users
down the ‘rabbit hole’. P1 explained how a habitual feature tour is followed by a prolonged use:
“When I go in [to Instagram], I go through the SUGGESTED_POSTS at least once. When I press it, if I
see something I’m interested in, I use it longer. Otherwise, I quit the app right away. I have a habit of
checking it automatically when I go in”. In this example, the rewards of unintentionally prolonged
app use (using SUGGESTED_POSTS) are low, whereas the originally anticipated rewards are delayed.
Therefore, participants felt regretful about the prolonged use induced by a deviating use.
Participants noted that it is especially hard to break the chain of viewing recommended contents
although they wanted to keep the usage short. P24 pointed out that because contents are bite-sized,
it is hard to resist the thought of using “just a bit more”:
“I always start off thinking I should watch just one short video before bed, but it doesn’t really
turn out that way. Maybe I shouldn’t start watching videos at all before bed, but it’s easier said
than done. [...] YouTube videos aren’t that long these days. A lot of them are 5 to 10 minutes long,
and since it’s short, I often think that I can probably watch just one more. Of course, it would be
nice if one remains strong-willed to watch only one video and go to sleep. But when I didn’t have
enough free time for myself during the day, I think it would be okay to watch just one video at
night, and then I end up staying up late.”
P29 also denoted the infinite stream of videos that are played out without effort: “While viewing
NEWS_FEED on Facebook, when I scroll down, videos keep popping up. I regretted watching the videos
[in WATCH_VIDEO] and losing track of time.”
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As exhibited in these examples, “just a bit more” behaviors push users down the rabbit hole of endless feed with bite-sized items. Falling into the rabbit hole delays what they intend to do after smartphone use and results in regret. This pattern is conspicuous in Figure 5. To facilitate interpretation,
the recommendation-based features are placed towards the top of the stacked bars. Features regretted near the end of long sessions (>10m) are dominated by features such as YouTube’s BROWSE_HOME,
WATCH_VIDEO, Facebook’s WATCH_VIDEO, KakaoTalk’s NEWS, and Instagram’s SUGGESTED_POSTS and
OTHER’S_POSTS (often a result of profile hopping from SUGGESTED_POSTS). These features feed an
endless stream of recommended posts and videos.
4.4

Effects of Reflecting on Feature-Level Usage

In our retrospective interviews, we showed each participant a feature-level usage report for their
weekly use, visualizing the total time spent on each feature and the total count of each feature
segment by app. Participants also shared their experiences of reflecting on the feature-level summary
of a session usage in our ESM (Figure 1, right). Participants, especially those who utilized various
features of an app, appreciated the feature-level usage information over app-level information for
three reasons.
First, feature-level usage information helps identify how much time was spent out of necessity
and how much was not, especially when “the purpose of usage is extremely different such as
KakaoTalk’s CHAT and NEWS” (P27). P3 explained:
“I didn’t know which features I use a lot and how much time I spend on those. There was no way to
get such information. I think there are parts in an app that everyone knows are meaningless to use.
In Instagram, especially the SUGGESTED_POSTS, it really doesn’t help your life at all, and I know
it. It’s hard to track exactly how much I use it and when I use it. But if I look at it [feature-level
usage report], I certainly think ‘Ah, I indeed use this feature a lot.’ Such feedback can be useful in
motivating me (to change behavior).”
Second, viewing feature-level usage information prevents self-justification on usage with evidences of unnecessary use. It makes users be “self-aware of usage with unnecessarily large
portion” (P6) while they would “pay less attention” to an app-level usage report which aggregates
both necessary and unnecessary uses. According to P5, “it [the app-level screen time] includes things
like messaging, so I’ll probably justify myself that it’s okay because I was looking at the messages. But
if it says, “You viewed the news feed for 10 minutes”, I’ll feel “I didn’t even mean to see this but spent
10 minutes.” This way I’ll be self-aware and want to control it.”
Third, seeing feature-level usage information helps design an actionable plan on which part of
app usage they should strive to reduce. P1 reported:
“I think seeing [the screen time] by features certainly provides specific evidence for determining
whether you did it because you needed. For example, in KakaoTalk, I don’t feel bad about using
[the time] for conversation. But if I spent about an hour a week checking people’s profiles [in
CONTACTS], it makes me think I should change those behaviors. So seeing by features will help
me a lot more to think of a solution to change my life pattern. Simply saying I used it for several
hours is not specific.”
Showing such personal feature-level summary of usage could induce the feeling of regret in a short
run but helps users “better reflect” (P26) based on “numerical quantification of slacking off” (P3)
and make an actionable plan for reduction in the long-term regret.
4.5

Summary of Key Findings
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• Four main rewards of social media app usage are social, informational, personal interests, and
entertainment rewards; and alternative rewards to smartphone use include productivity, mental and physical health conditions, and positive impact on social relationships. (Section 4.1)
• Features serving the same types of rewards have varying effects on regret when the ways of
presenting rewards are different, and vice versa. (Section 4.2)
• Habitual checking leaves a user with regret when it occurs repeatedly and fails to deliver
new content, hence no reward. This mainly appears with the use of subscription-based
features. (Section 4.3.1)
• Sidetracking from the original intention of use results in regret because of the delay in the
expected, actual rewards of their intended use. (Section 4.3.2)
• Once landing on recommendation-based features, sometimes due to sidetracking, the infinite
stream of recommended contents trigger users to stay on the app “just a bit more” and fall
down the rabbit hole of regret. (Section 4.3.3)
• Feature-level summary of smartphone usage helped users (1) identify how much time was
spent out of necessity, (2) prevent self-justification on usage by providing quantified evidences
of unnecessary use, and (3) design an actionable plan on which part of app usage they should
improve. (Section 4.4)
5

DISCUSSION

In this study, we introduce two novel approaches to understand smartphone use: (1) using regret
as a theoretical construct and (2) collecting app feature-level usage data and experience samples to
analyze intra-app usage behaviors and patterns. We discuss lessons learned from our feature-level
analysis on regretful smartphone use, providing our insights on why people continue to repeat
regretful use while being aware of it through the concept of delay discount and impulsive choice in
literature. Lastly, we discuss design implications based on our findings and limitations of our study.
5.1

Why People Repeat Regretful Use: Delay Discount and Impulsive Choice

Regret theory in behavioral economics claim that when people make decisions, they consider the
expected regret at the point of making the decision. In theory, our participants should have chosen
to not use apps in a way they would regret. However, it is hard to break the repeated cycle of
regretful use despite being aware of when and why they regret. We interpret why people continue
repeating regretful use through the delay-discounting model of impulsiveness [5, 6, 26, 34, 42, 43, 45].
Delay-discounting is defined as “the reduction in the present value of a future reward as the delay
to that reward increases”; and an impulsive choice refers to “the choice of a smaller, sooner reward
over a larger, later rewards, when the larger reward would have been chosen at sufficiently longer
delays of both rewards” [26].
In our context of smartphone use, the “smaller, sooner reward” would correspond to the four
rewards (social activities, information, personal interests, and entertainment), while the “larger, later
rewards” would be maintaining focus on ongoing tasks, advancing the moment of accomplishment,
and moving up the future rewards such as better physical condition the next day and achieving
goals of self-fulfillment. Examples of triggers to regretful experiences such as habitual use, deviation
from original purpose, and getting dragged into a rabbit hole are results of making a series of
impulsive choices.
It is important to note that some design components of the current social media apps are designed
to encourage users to make impulsive choices, making it harder to self-regulate regretful uses,
corresponding to the “dark patterns” [10, 49, 50]. One pattern we observed is placing attractive
system recommended features in the middle of paths that a user must pass by (e.g., YouTube’s
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(a) Foresight of expected rewards

(b) Prospective cost of action

(c) Reminder of alternative rewards

Fig. 6. Example wireframes portraying design implications for digital wellbeing based on our findings.

front page is full of recommended videos through reinforcement as shown in Appendix B.4’s
BROWSE_HOME). Another is making a seamless transition from necessary features to addictive
features (e.g., Instagram recently connected SUGGESTED_POSTS at the end of the FOLLOWING_POSTS
as shown in Appendix B.3’s SUGGESTED_POSTS (a)). The variable schedule of rewards in content
recommendations also play a huge role in hooking users.
Future designs for digital wellbeing should consider how to mitigate the inclination to impulsive
choices and increase awareness of larger, later rewards through design for better self-regulation.
5.2

Design Implications

We leverage the concept of regret to analyze smartphone use behaviors at the app feature level.
Regret is a retrospective measure that judges whether the actual rewards of their action exceeded
those of other alternative choices. Acting as a proxy for what a user values, regret also entails the
notion of whether the user wants to repeat the same action the next time they encounter a similar
decision making situation. In our analysis, we exploited the retrospective trait of regret to identify
which parts of an app session they would have rather not used. As a unit for the ‘part,’ we used app
features as a proxy for different types and motivations of app use.
Our analyses on regretful smartphone use based on feature-level data suggest three design
implications for digital wellbeing in social media app usage. The first two design implications aim
to reduce regretful smartphone use, and the last one suggests a direction to strengthen self-reflection
and self-monitoring.
5.2.1 Increasing users’ foresight of the expected rewards of their action. The habitual checking
pattern reveals that users are unconsciously seeking for rewards that are highly unlikely there when
they open an app or switch to another feature during an app use. The main reason for regretting
features that have a limited amount of contents at a time, such as Instagram’s FOLLOWING_POSTS
and VIEW_STORY and Facebook’s NEWS_FEED, is the deficiency of contents and rewards due to
repeated habitual checking. Participants made a false expectation that there will be newly updated
contents (rewards) in the subscription-based features although there is a deficiency of rewards
as a consequence of repeated checking. Therefore, it is important to empower users with better
foresight of how much rewards are available to prevent repeated regret from content depletion.
An example design to strengthen a user’s foresight would be to provide a preview on the status
of newly available contents. Similar to a battery status visualization, apps could indicate the level
of available contents through a widget with a phrase “Content 𝑥% charged” or visualization by
coloring only 𝑥% of an app’s icon to show how much content is ‘filled up’ (Figure 6a). We expect
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that showing an approximation of how much rewards are available as a preview could minimize
the gap between a user’s (unconscious) expectation of rewards and actual available rewards. In this
way, users might have a higher satisfaction for using an app that could increase the retention and
sustainable use and thus benefit the app provider in the long run.
5.2.2 Enhancing users’ awareness of the possible rewards of alternative actions. The patterns of
deviating from the original intention and falling into a rabbit hole resulted in regret as these led
to unexpectedly large time cost, thus proportionally increasing the possible alternative rewards
had they spent the time on other things. Distraction from the originally intended use caused
participants to unconsciously roam around other unintended features and regret later because their
initial, desired rewards are delayed at higher cost. In addition, the false prediction of consuming
“just a bit more” of time blinded the participants’ awareness of how much time they have spent.
The sidetracking and rabbit hole patterns make users become oblivious to the possible rewards
of alternative activities to the current feature use, which are piling up as their feature usage gets
longer. Thus, it is critical to remind users of how much time they have spent or will spend, and
what rewards they could have earned otherwise.
The biggest reason of why people persist these patterns is distraction by immediate, bite-sized
rewards presented up front in a feed. An example intervention to incapacitate the distraction could
be reminding a user of the expected duration of their prospective usage when a user transitions
to another feature. One’s expected use time could be predicted based on the history of feature
uses or a computational behavior model, similar to Medium’s estimated read time [2], as shown
in Figure 6b. Based on our findings, we pose that it might be more effective to remind the user of
their prospective cost (i.e., how much more time they will spend) rather than their retrospective
cost (i.e., how much time they have spent so far) as in traditional screen time reminders. This is
because in the context of smartphone use, users lack conscious awareness of their cost and rewards
and are easily deceived by immediate rewards. An intervention could further prompt a user with
a question to remind about the alternative actions, “What were you doing before starting to use
this app?” or “What were you going to do after using this?” (Figure 6c). Since such an intervention
could be highly interrupting if it appears regardless of the usage context, it could be adjusted to
appear when the rabbit hole pattern is detected, e.g., > 5 min stay or 10 videos/posts in Facebook’s
WATCH_VIDEO or Instagram’s SUGGESTED_POSTS.
For users who want more coercive interventions, removing the source of distraction or limiting
the number of content in recommendation-based features (e.g., three videos or ten posts) for a
certain time period could also break the chain of “just a bit more” behaviors. In our interviews,
some participants suggested that they even want to get rid of certain features, such as KakaoTalk’s
NEWS and Instagram’s SUGGESTED_POSTS from the app if they could. P8 reported “I wish I didn’t
have the news feature in KakaoTalk. It is a chat-oriented app, so I have to use it to communicate. But
when I enter the chat, the tab next to it is the news, so it naturally makes me enter and I waste my
time.” The desire to remove certain features in an app shares the goal with GreaseDroid’s app
patching [29] and existing web browser extensions such as Facebook news feed eradicator [40].
5.2.3 Providing a high-resolution portrayal of one’s smartphone usage. Our new findings enabled
by feature-level analysis underline the need for more fine-grained dimensions of app usage with a
high-resolution portrayal of one’s smartphone usage. Section 4 shows that the number of partially
regretful sessions (648) were 1.5× the number of fully regretful sessions (431). This result strongly
suggests that user experiences vary within an app. Our qualitative findings also highlight how
different features have varying associations with perceived rewards and regret. Our findings support
that behavior analysis for smartphone uses should take a more fine-grained approach than the
current app-level approach.
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We looked at the dimension of features, and there is a wide array of opportunities to inspect
more fine-grained usage behaviors. For example, we let participants select a feature segment(s) that
they regret using, and some said they wanted to select specific videos among a series of YouTube
videos they watched in a session. Future work remains to collect even finer-grained usage logs and
ESM responses by unit-based segmentation of social media contents (e.g., videos, posts, and stories)
or time-based segmentation to capture diverging experiences within the same feature.
In addition, our results show that regretful experiences differed by the characteristics of content and features. Instead of aggregating content with different characteristics into the same
WATCH_VIDEO feature in YouTube, tracking the source of the content such as from BROWSE_HOME,
SEARCH, or SUBSCRIPTIONS would allow more profound understandings on smartphone use. Finesse
currently runs on a rule-based mechanism to detect features. Future work could advance the
mechanism to be more generalizable and robust to app updates by applying a deep learning-based
model to detect UI elements of mobile apps [51].
Our implementation of feature-level detection and display back to users in an ESM system has
potential applications beyond digital wellbeing. As described by the Human Screenome Project [44],
social media negatively influences diverse aspects of individuals and the society, e.g., “mental and
physical health, education, relationships, even on politics and democracy.” However, analyzing the
impact on human behavior is challenging for the lack of methods to reveal “exactly what people are
seeing and doing on their screens” without invading user privacy. Finesse alleviates this concern by
enabling feature-level logging of smartphone and social media usage. Feature-level usage detection
has further applications, for example, to analyze which features of an education app, game, or a
shopping app are most engaging, to facilitate the investigation on what people are doing on their
screens. In addition, behavioral researchers can utilize our ESM method based on the feature-level
detection in their study, e.g., to trigger ESM only upon the use of certain features. In line with
the effort to enable high-resolution screen behavior data, we intend to publicize the anonymized
dataset and system diagram of our ESM tool for others to build upon this work.
5.3

Limitations

Our method has a few limitations. First, the definition and degree of regret would vary across
individuals, but we asked a binary question, “Do you regret or not?” Although it was necessary
to ask this question in a binary format to minimize users’ response burden, ratings of the regret
or other scaled responses would be needed for further investigation of regret. Moreover, in an
effort to minimize the burden, our ESM did not include a question for users’ context (e.g. current
tasks). Instead, in the retrospective interview, we provided participants the date, time, feature usage
timeline, and regretted instances to facilitate the recall of the usage context. With these information
provided, we asked why they regretted using the selected instances and what they could have done
instead not to regret. We report our findings about the contexts of social media use and related
rewards in Section 4.1.2.
We also collected samples of only immediate regret right after each app use session. However,
regret could vary over time because the subject of comparison (i.e., what might have happened if
an individual had not used the phone) would vary over time. For instance, an individual might not
regret watching very interesting videos on YouTube right after use, but they might regret after
a few hours for not finishing their assignment on time. Further investigation is needed on how
regretful experience changes by the timing of sampling.
Furthermore, our user study was conducted on a limited pool of participants with similar
demographics, students at one of top universities during the semester. Our results therefore might
be biased towards students who are sensitive to academic achievements and thus feel more regretful
for the feeling of wasting time and not being productive enough. In addition, smartphone users in
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different age groups or cultural backgrounds might appreciate different types of gratifications from
phone use and experience different patterns of regretful use.
To reduce user burden to answer the ESM response and minimize its effect to serve as an
intervention, we devised our time condition and probability-based sampling policy. Therefore, our
data on regretful use might have a sampling bias resulting from our sampling conditions. That
said, collecting high-quality ESM data is about balancing participants’ data capture burden and
researchers’ data collection needs. Given the high response rate of 95.8%, we believe that our efforts
to reduce the data capture burden paid off and that our data correctly represent subjects’ typical
smartphone usage behaviors.
Lastly, this work looks into the usage of social media apps on smartphones only. A user’s feature
usage patterns might vary across devices such as tablets and laptops. Future work could scale
investigation on feature-level usage patterns to other devices.
6

CONCLUSION

We developed a feature-level smartphone use tracking application, Finesse. We conducted a oneweek ESM study followed by a retrospective semi-structured interview to understand how app
features are associated with the feeling of regret about smartphone use. We showed how four
types of rewards are considered in the feeling of regret. We further revealed three regretful usage
patterns: (1) content depletion due to frequent checking habits, (2) feature tour and unconscious
deviation from original motivation, and (3) falling down the rabbit hole in an infinite stream of
bite-sized contents. Our findings unveiled through feature-level analysis emphasize the importance
of studying an app’s internal mechanisms and associated behaviors beyond traditional phone- and
app-level analysis. Combined with feature-level analysis, the construct of regret acts as an effective
language for communicating users’ preferences on which parts of smartphone use they do not want
to repeat and why. The nuanced understanding of regretful smartphone use offers new insights
into social media app designs and intervention designs for digital well-being.
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FEATURE LIST

A.1

KakaoTalk

Feature name
CHAT
IN_CHAT_SEARCH
CONTACTS
NEWS
ETC

A.2

Description

User
Form of
Action
Content
chatting with others
chatting
doing web search inside a searching
chat room
viewing others’ profile viewing profile
photo and information
reading news recommended viewing news feed
by KakaoTalk
viewing a tab with various viewing menu
sub-features such as payment, emoticon shops, etc.

Source of Content

Description

Source of Content

recommendationbased

Facebook

Feature name
MESSENGER
SEARCH
UPLOAD_POST
NOTIFICATIONS
MENU
COMMENTS
IN_APP_WEB
VIEW_POST
NEWS_FEED
GROUPS

User
Action
chatting with other users us- chatting
ing Facebook messenger
searching accounts, tags, searching
posts, etc.
uploading Facebook post
uploading
checking notification
viewing
exploring Facebook menu
viewing
viewing comments of a post viewing
using Facebook web browser viewing
viewing a post
viewing
viewing the Facebook news viewing
feed
viewing the posts from a viewing
group

viewing profile or posts of
the user
OTHER’S_TIMELINE viewing profile or posts of
other users
PAGE’S_TIMELINE viewing the posts from a
page
WATCH_VIDEO
watching videos
MY_TIMELINE

VIEW_STORY

viewing Facebook story

Form of
Content

viewing

post
notification
menu
comment
web
post
post feed
subscriptionbased
post feed
subscriptionbased
(groups only)
profile
created by the
user
profile
other users

viewing

profile

page

viewing

video

viewing

story

recommendationbased
subscriptionbased

viewing
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A.3

Instagram

Feature name

Description

SEARCH
DIRECT_MESSAGE
UPLOAD_POST
UPLOAD_STORY
VIEW_STORY
NOTIFICATIONS
IN_APP_WEB
WATCH_VIDEO

User
Form of
Action
Content
searching accounts, tags, searching
places, etc.
chatting with other users us- chatting
ing direct message
uploading Instagram post
uploading post
uploading Instagram story
uploading story
viewing Instagram story
viewing story
checking notification
using
Instagram
browser
viewing videos

web

viewing
viewing

notification
web

viewing

video feed

FOLLOWING_POSTS viewing the feed with posts viewing
of the following users
SUGGESTED_POSTS viewing the feed with posts viewing
recommended by Instagram
VIEW_BY_HASHTAG viewing posts by hashtags
viewing
MY_POSTS
OTHER’S_POSTS

A.4

456:27

viewing the profile and posts
of the user
viewing profile or posts of
other users

post feed
post feed
post feed

viewing

profile

viewing

profile

Source of Content

subscriptionbased

recommendationbased
subscriptionbased
recommendationbased
filtered by
hashtag
created by the
user
other users

Youtube

Feature name

Description

SEARCH
NOTIFICATIONS
WATCH_VIDEO
COMMENTS
CHANNEL_PAGE
BROWSE_HOME
EXPLORE
SUBSCRIPTIONS

PLAYLISTS
MY_LIBRARY

User
Action
searching videos
searching
checking notification
viewing
watching videos
viewing
reading comments
viewing
viewing a channel’s page
viewing
viewing home tab with rec- viewing
ommended videos
viewing explore tab with viewing
trending videos
viewing subscriptions tab viewing
with subscribing channels’
videos
exploring playlists
viewing
viewing library tab with re- viewing
cent, history, etc.

Form of
Content

Source of Content

notification
video
comment
profile
feed
recommendationbased
feed
recommendationbased, trending
feed
subscriptionbased
playlist
playlist

recommendationbased
created by the
user
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B
B.1

Hyunsung Cho et al.

FEATURE SCREENSHOTS
KakaoTalk

CHAT

IN_CHAT_SEARCH (a)

IN_CHAT_SEARCH (b)

CONTACTS (a)

CONTACTS (b)

NEWS

ETC
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B.2

456:29

Facebook

MESSENGER

SEARCH

UPLOAD_POST

NOTIFICATIONS

MENU

COMMENTS

IN_APP_WEB

VIEW_POST
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NEWS_FEED

GROUPS

MY_TIMELINE

PAGE’S_TIMELINE

WATCH_VIDEO

VIEW_STORY

OTHER’S_TIMELINE
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B.3

456:31

Instagram

SEARCH

DIRECT_MESSAGE

UPLOAD_POST (a)

UPLOAD_POST (b)

UPLOAD_POST (c)
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UPLOAD_STORY (a)

UPLOAD_STORY (b)

UPLOAD_STORY (c)

UPLOAD_STORY (d)

VIEW_STORY

NOTIFICATIONS

IN_APP_WEB

WATCH_VIDEO
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456:33

FOLLOWING_POSTS

SUGGESTED_POSTS (a) SUGGESTED_POSTS (b) SUGGESTED_POSTS (c)

VIEW_BY_HASHTAG

MY_POSTS

OTHER’S_POSTS
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B.4

Hyunsung Cho et al.

YouTube

SEARCH (a)

SEARCH (b)

NOTIFICATIONS

WATCH_VIDEO

COMMENTS

CHANNEL_PAGE

BROWSE_HOME

EXPLORE
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

PLAYLISTS

456:35

MY_LIBRARY
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C

Hyunsung Cho et al.

SUMMARY OF GENERAL LINEAR MIXED MODEL ANALYSIS
Feature
Instagram (Baseline: FOLLOWING_POSTS)
(Intercept)
SUGGESTED_POSTS
VIEW_BY_HASHTAG
VIEW_STORY
OTHER’S_POSTS
IN_APP_WEB
UPLOAD_STORY
WATCH_VIDEO
SEARCH
NOTIFICATIONS
DIRECT_MESSAGE
UPLOAD_POST
MY_POSTS

Estimate Std. Error

z value

p-value

Median
Regret Ratio
0.17

-1.79
0.94
0.63
0.30
0.03
-0.08
-0.22
-0.34
-0.38
-1.13
-1.20
-1.60
-1.71

0.24
0.15
0.53
0.11
0.14
0.70
0.27
0.37
0.29
0.22
0.20
0.64
0.21

-7.33
6.11
1.19
2.80
0.23
-0.11
-0.82
-0.92
-1.31
-5.09
-5.92
-2.50
-8.08

0.00 ***
0.00 ***
0.23
0.01 **
0.82
0.91
0.41
0.36
0.19
0.00 ***
0.00 ***
0.01 *
0.00 ***

Facebook (Baseline: NEWS_FEED)
(Intercept)
WATCH_VIDEO
IN_APP_WEB
SEARCH
OTHER’S_TIMELINE
GROUPS
MY_TIMELINE
PAGE’S_TIMELINE
NOTIFICATIONS
MENU
VIEW_STORY
UPLOAD_POST

-1.29
0.32
-0.33
-0.45
-0.55
-0.66
-0.98
-1.20
-1.41
-2.34
-13.93
-14.57

0.33
0.27
0.49
0.43
0.45
1.26
0.92
0.45
0.41
1.11
611.82
878.92

-3.97
1.18
-0.67
-1.06
-1.23
-0.52
-1.06
-2.66
-3.40
-2.11
-0.02
-0.02

0.00
0.24
0.50
0.29
0.22
0.60
0.29
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.98
0.99

YouTube (Baseline: BROWSE_HOME)
(Intercept)
NOTIFICATIONS
EXPLORE
COMMENTS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
WATCH_VIDEO
MY_LIBRARY
SEARCH
PLAYLISTS
CHANNEL_PAGE

-2.60
0.97
0.87
0.35
-0.05
-0.08
-0.61
-0.93
-14.93
-16.08

0.32
0.98
0.72
0.49
0.34
0.14
0.76
0.33
2622.91
2347.32

-8.14
0.99
1.21
0.70
-0.14
-0.60
-0.81
-2.84
-0.01
-0.01

0.00
0.32
0.23
0.48
0.88
0.55
0.42
0.00
1.00
0.99

-2.83
2.83
1.30
0.70
0.24

0.30
0.34
0.54
0.15
0.30

-9.49
8.22
2.41
4.57
0.80

0.00 ***
0.00 ***
0.02 *
0.00 ***
0.43

KakaoTalk (Baseline: CHAT)
(Intercept)
NEWS
IN_CHAT_SEARCH
CONTACTS
ETC
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

0.31
0.0
0.18
0.13
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.26

***
0.14
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.33
** 0.0
*** 0.0
*
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.04
***

**

0.0
0.0
0.42
0.0
0.07
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.05
0.12
0.0
0.07
0.0

Table 2. Results of general linear mixed model (GLMM) analysis on features and regret. The table shows the
estimated amount of increase or decrease in odds of regret (Estimate), its standard error (Std. Error), z-value of
z-statistics (z-value), and the estimate’s significance (p-value). For example, in the case of KakaoTalk, relative
to CHAT, participants were 2.83x more likely to regret using NEWS; in the case of Instagram, 0.94x more likely
to regret using SUGGESTED_POSTS than using FOLLOWING_POSTS. The rightmost column shows the median
regret ratio among participants who used the feature for reference.
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